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ABSTRACT : By using of magnetic field formulae and the definition of diffusion velocity of homogeneous conductive
media and half space under excitation of magnetic dipole and loop source, definitions of diffusion velocity of transient
field for various conditions are derived. First and second-order approximation resistivity imaging formulae are obtained
in corporate with the definition of all-time apparent resistivity of transient electromagnetic field, therefore a set of
resistivity imaging method for central loop TEM sounding data is established. Both model testing and observed
profile imaging have shown satisfied results, the application to static effect correction of MT apparent resistivity curve
is also well proved.

INTRODUCTION

Central-loop transient electromagnetic sounding
(TEM) method has been extensively used in oil and gas
exploration, engineering geophysics, water and geothermal
resource prospecting for its device portability and high
resolution to targets. In addition, the apparent resistivity
derived from central-loop transient electromagnetic sounding
data has no static effect and can be used to correct the static
effect in magnetotelluric sounding which will extensively
improve MT data quality in complex surface and geological
situations. Usually, apparent resistivity curve of central-loop
transient electromagnetic sounding is distorted in transition
zone due to the adoption of early-time and late-time
approximation, therefore the key to fast resistivity imaging
is to obtain the all-time apparent resistivity in good accuracy.
The imaging method proposed by Nekut ( 1987) and Macnae
( 1987) is practically useful but they did not deal with the
apparent resistivity definition for central-loop TEM sounding,
furthermore, with the use of conventional time domain depth
of penetration for imaging depth, both the resistivity and
depth parameters resolved are not fine enough.

THEORY

Imaging method for electromagnetic sounding data
is discussed here only for step current excitation in loop or
magnetic dipole source.

TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN
HOMOGENOUS CONDUCTIVE SPACE

As shown in Figure 1 the step current in loop source
located in homogenous space can be described as following:

I(t) =
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where electric field have only tangential component
when observation made on Z-axis magnetic field has only
vertical component measured quantity is usually the variation
rate of the magnetic field as function of time corresponding
to induced electromotive force .The time domain expression
is
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where I
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source loop, R is the distance from the observing point to
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TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN
HOMOGENEOUS HALF SPACE

According to A.P.Raich (1985), for a loop source on
the ground and excited by step current, the time variation rate
of magnetic field inside earth is
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where K=r/a, r is the horizon distance from the
observing point to loop center L-1 is the inverse Laplacian
operator as a function of q, J

0
 and J

1
 is the zero and first

order Bessel function Z=z/a, α = λ(1+q)½.

DIFFUSION VELOCITY AND PENETRATION DEPTH
OF TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

It is well known that the transient field in lossy
media is propagated in diffusion pattern like a smoking ring.
According to the propagation characteristics of transient
electromagnetic field excited by step current, the diffusion
velocity is usually considered to be the propagating velocity
of the maximum of ∂B/∂t, then the diffusion velocity at re-
ceiver point P is defined as

∂
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R
tV =T (4)

From equation (2) and the above definition for
transient field diffusion velocity, the diffusion velocity of the
transient field in whole space is obtained as

ρ
µ0t

V =1.58T1 (5)

It can be seen from above that the diffusion velocity
is independent of the size of loop, and is dependent only on
the conductivity of media and propagation time. It can be
proved that this diffusion velocity is the same as the
diffusion velocity for magnetic dipole field.

For homogeneous half space according to A.P. Raich
( 1985) and equation (3), we have
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Obviously, the propagation velocity depends on the
loop size. If the source is a magnetic dipole, then

ρ
µ0tV  LimV =1.635T2 (7)

From equation (5) and (7), the general form of propa-
gation velocity of transient field for magnetic dipole source
or loop source is

ρ
µ0tV =BT (8)

where B is a coefficient related to the size of the
source, and has value from 1.5 to 2.0.

RESISTIVITY IMAGING FORMULAE

For homogeneous half space, the vertical compo-
nent of magnetic field in the center of the source loop on the
ground is expressed as
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Numerical calculation results have shown that h
z 
(ρ,

t), the vertical component of magnetic field as a function of
the resistivity defined by above formula, is a uniform func-
tion of the resistivity. It makes the numerical definition of
all-time apparent resistivity for central-loop configuration
possible. From the above equation, the all-time apparent
resistivity can be defined as

ρ
a
 = h

z
-1 (ρ,t) (10)

The above equation can be solved by bisection
method which has been proved to be a stable algorithm.

Once the all-time apparent resistivity defined, it is
ready to carry on time-depth conversion and resistivity im-
aging by using the diffusion velocity. According to equation
(8), the effective depth of penetration can be obtained as

D  = BT
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0
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The first-order approximation of the resistivity is
expressed as
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ρ = ρa 1+ dlog
dlogDT

ρa (12)

According to J. Macnae 1987, the second-order ap-
proximation of the resistivity is
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Now equation (11) and (12) consist of the first order
approximation for resistivity imaging, and equation (11) and
(13) consist of the second-order approximation. It should be
worth noting that the forward modeling for testing the model
parameter and the dimension of the observation set-up is
required for determining the optimal parameter B to ensure
the accuracy of the imaging depth.

MODEL CALCULATION

Two typical three-layer geo-electric models ( K and
H type) are used for model calculation. Model parameters
are shown as in Table 1. The results of resistivity imaging
using forward modeling magnetic data of these two models
according to equation (11), (12) and (13) are shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3. It has shown that this imaging algorithm is
more sensitive to thin conductive layer than that of resistive
thin layer. Also the second-order approximation shows far
more better resolution than the first order approximation to
both resistivity and depth parameter.

FIELD APPLICATION

A field trial involving central-loop TEM (MulTEM)
and MT has been carried out in Jiangling Depression, Hubei
Province in central China. The instruments used for MulTEM
are the T4 portable transmitter and V5 receiver by Phoenix
Geophysics Ltd. The source current delivered is bipolarity
square wave with dual polarity, the pulse width is 10ms, and
the maximal working current is generally kept at 20A, the
sampling rate used for receiver is 2.97s and the time window
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Figure 1 : Current ring in whole space
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Figure 2 : Inverted results for K model.

Figure 3 : Inverted results for H Model.

Table 1 : Parameters of geoelectric models

Resistivity (ΩΩΩΩΩm)              Thickness(m)

Model ρρρρρ11111 ρρρρρ22222 ρρρρρ33333 h11111 h
2

K 10 100 10 200 200

H 1000 10 100 100 100
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for sampling is adjustable from 0.1ms to 8ms. The survey
area has smooth topography and the field measurement is easy
to lay out. While the electric power lines are around the survey
area and there is no way to get rid of the electrical interferences.
This power line noise has specially strong effect to TEM and
MT data acquisition. Two survey lines have been set normal
to each other in survey area of 1km2, and named as CBH NS
and CBH EW respectively. Only results from survey line CBH
NS are discussed here since this line has more survey stations.
Both TEM and MT measurements are carried out at site 3,6
and 12, so the consistency of these two methods can be
inspected and the TEM data can be used to correct the static
effect in MT curves. Figure 4 shows apparent resistivity curves
for central-loop TEM and MT measurement (note the TEM
apparent resistivity curve has been converted from time
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domain to frequency domain).Two MT apparent resistivity
curves show obvious separation, which indicates strong static
shift. While the TEM apparent resistivity curve coincides with
the high frequency end of the ρ

xy
 curve. This tell us that the

shifting is mainly occurred to polarization curve ρ
yx

 , the static
correction for this station can be implemented by translating
the ρ

yx
 curve to coincide with the TEM curve. In general, the

TEM apparent resistivity curve can be used as the standard
curve to correct the static effect in MT curve, that means two
MT curves should be in alignment with TEM curve. Figure 5
is the resistivity imaging section of CBH NS traverse line by
using the above imaging formulae. It is obvious from the
imaging profile that the central loop TEM method can resolve
geo-electric structure well at 400m depth. Layered earth
structure is shown above 200m in depth, while several lateral

Figure 4 : Apparent resistivity curve of MT and TEM at Site 3

Figure 5 : Central loop TEM resitivity imaging section for CBH-NS line.
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variations can be told for depth below 200m, and two faults
are interpreted between sites 7 and 8, 9 and 10 respectively.
This result indicates that the fast resistivity imaging algorithm
developed in this work is superior in resolution and gives
satisfactory application results.

CONCLUSION

The central-loop TEM resistivity imaging method
has advantages of fast imaging, better resolution and easy to
set-up field survey. This is useful for operational staff in field
controlling the TEM data acquisition, or effectively correcting
the static effects in MT data interpretation. High quality
resistivity imaging will provide reliable geologic
interpretation with assurance. It should be worth noting that
imaging of resistive anomaly is less effective for this
configuration. Thanks are due to the support of TEM data
acquisition from the Geophysical Prospecting Research
Institute, Xi’ an Coal Establishment.
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